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ABSTRACT Theoretical work has suggested the existence of solvation/desolvation barriers in protein folding/unfolding
processes. We propose that the energetic and structural consequences of such barriers for the folding transition state can be
assessed from experimental unfolding rates using well-established structure-energetics relationships. For a set of proteins of
size within the 60–130 number-of-residues range, we ﬁnd energetic effects associated to solvation/desolvation on the order of
102 kJ/mol. This supports that the folding transition states may be characterized by large networks of water-unsatisﬁed, broken
internal contacts. In terms of buried surface, we estimate the typical network size to be on the order of several thousands of
A´˚2, or ;50% of the total change in accessible surface area upon unfolding. The analyses reported here thus suggest a clear
structural picture for the different energetic balance of native and folding transition states.
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Theoretical work has suggested the existence of enthalpic
(energetic) desolvation barriers in at least some protein
folding processes (1,2). In simple terms, such barriers are
associated to the asynchrony between water escape and
formation of internal interactions. Accordingly, the transition
state would be characterized by a network of water-
unsatisﬁed, broken internal contacts (see Fig. 1 for a pictorial
illustration). In fact, desolvation has been suggested as the
likely origin of the robust enthalpic barriers detected by
Chevron-Eyring analysis of protein folding rates (3,4).
It must be noted that, when considered from a protein
unfolding viewpoint, the barrier could be viewed as arising
from the asynchrony between water penetration and the
breaking of internal interactions and would be described as a
‘‘solvation’’ barrier (see Fig. 1). We show here that the ener-
getic and structural consequences of solvation barriers for the
folding transition state can be estimated from experimental
unfolding rates using well-known structure-energetics cor-
relations.
The enthalpy change associated to a protein conforma-
tional change includes contributions from breaking/forma-
tion of internal interactions (DHint) and from the hydration/
dehydration of the residues that become exposed-to-solvent/
buried (5):
DH ¼ DHint1DHhyd: (1)
For the conversion of the native to the unfolded state (N and
U in Fig. 1), both contributions are linked (i.e., breaking of the
internal interactions involving given residues implies the
exposure of those residues to the solvent). In addition, both
contributions have been shown to scale with changes in ac-
cessible surface area (5). Consequently, experimental en-
thalpy changes for protein unfolding have been shown to be
well represented by the following empirical parametrization in
terms of the unfolding changes in polar and apolar ASA:
DHN/U ¼ a  DASApol1 b  DASAap; (2)
where a ¼ 101.2 Jmol1A˚2 and b ¼ 169.5 Jmol1A˚2
for T ¼ 25C (6). Since native proteins bury an approxi-
mately constant proportion of polar and apolar ASA upon
folding (0.417 6 3.4% and 0.583 6 3.4%, respectively, as
reported in Robertson and Murphy (7), Eq. 2 can be easily
expressed in terms of the total unfolding ASA change:
DHN/U ¼ a  DASAN/U; (3)
where a ¼ 11.7 Jmol1A˚2 for T ¼ 25C.
Consider now the unfolding activation energy. DHN/TS
has contributions associated to the surface exposed to the
solvent upon formation of the transition state from the native
protein (the blue surface in Fig. 1) and to the residues with
broken internal interactions but not yet exposed to the
solvent (the red surface in Fig. 1) . The former contribution
reﬂects compensated internal interactions and hydration
terms (as in the global unfolding process) and, therefore, can
be estimated from Eq. 3 with the activation change in ASA.
The latter contribution (DH*) is the enthalpic term associated
to the solvation barrier we actually seek to calculate.
Accordingly, the activation enthalpy can be written as
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DHN/TS ¼ DH1a  DASAN/TS: (4)
Values of DHN/TS are experimentally available as activa-
tion energies for the unfolding process. Provided that some
estimate is available for the activation change in ASA, Eq. 4
can be solved for DH*. DASAN/TS can be readily estimated
from kinetic, denaturant m values, since denaturant m values
are proportional to changes in surface exposed to the solvent
(8).
The kind of calculation we have just outlined can be
illustrated with the experimental data for hen egg white
lysozyme unfolding reported in Ibarra-Molero and Sanchez-
Ruiz (9). Fig. 2 showsArrhenius plots for lysozyme unfolding
rates at several high guanidine concentrations. These plots are
essentially linear, supporting that the activation energy values
can be taken as temperature-independent within the temper-
ature range of the experimental data (18–45C). They do
depend somewhat on guanidine concentration, but the
dependence appears linear (inset in Fig. 2) and allows the
DHN/TS value to be obtained as an extrapolation to zero
denaturant concentration. We take the value thus obtained
(208 kJ/mol) to be valid at 25C. Under the assumption that
denaturant m values and ASA values are linearly related
(8), DASAN/TS is given by DASAN/U(mN/TS/mN/U).
DASAN/U for lysozyme unfolding is calculated as 14978
A˚2 (10) and, from Ibarra-Molero and Sanchez-Ruiz (9),
the kinetic and equilibrium m values are 2.9 and 10.5
kJmol1M1. Then, DASAN/TS is estimated as 4090 A˚2
(11) and the aDASAN/TS term in Eq. 4 is 48 kJ/mol,
signiﬁcantly smaller than the experimental DHN/TS value
(208 kJ). The difference gives a large DH* value of
160 kJ/mol. This result is qualitatively robust; for instance,
modifying the value of a (Eqs. 3 and 4) by as much as plus/
minus 50% only results in a change of ;30 kJ/mol in the
calculated DH* value. It must be noted, in addition, that we
have used a tripeptides model to calculate the ASA of the
unfolded state (10); use of more compact models (12) would
lead to even higher estimates of DH*.
We have carried out the above calculation with other
protein systems for which the required experimental data are
available in the literature (see Supplementary Material for
details). The outcome of these calculations is summarized
in Fig. 3 A as plots of DH* and aDASAN/TS (the two
contributions to the activation energy according to Eq. 4)
versus DHN/TS. In all cases, large values of DH* are found.
In fact, the values of the slopes of the plots in Fig. 3 A indicate
that, for the protein set studied, ;80% of the activation
energy value is to be attributed to the solvation barrier. A
measure of the structural impact of such solvation barriers can
be derived from theDH* values using the following equation:
DH
 ¼ bap  U6ap  ASAap1bpol  U6pol  ASApol
1bmix  U6mix  ASA; (5)
which is based upon the parametrization of the enthalpy
changes for breaking of internal interactions reported by
Freire and co-workers (5). Equation 5 takes into account the
apolar-apolar, polar-polar, and polar-apolar (i.e., ‘‘mix’’)
internal interactions and the U parameters are the corre-
sponding energy-averaged separation distances. The U
values are always close to 0.73 (see Table I in Hilser et al.
(5)); using this, the values of bap, bpol, and bmix given in
Hilser et al. (5), and the known fractions of polar and apolar
surface buried upon folding (0.417 6 3.4% and 0.583 6
3.4%, respectively, as reported in Robertson and Murphy
(7)), Eq. 5 can be simpliﬁed to
ASA
  DH=b (6)
FIGURE 2 Arrhenius plots for hen eggwhite lysozymeunfolding
at several guanidine concentrations (numbers alongside the
lines). The inset shows a plot of activation energy versus gua-
nidine concentration; extrapolation to zero denaturant concentra-
tion yields the activation energy in water (DHN!TS 5 208 kJ/mol).
FIGURE 1 Pictorial illustration of desolvation/solvation barriers
to protein folding/unfolding. The surface shown in blue in the
native (N), unfolded (U), and transition (TS) states is exposed to the
solvent. The surface shown in red in the transition state represents
broken internal contacts, which are not solvated by water.
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with b ¼ 24 Jmol1A˚2 . As shown in Fig. 3 B, the ASA*
values thus estimated are surprisingly large: on the order of
several thousands of A˚2. This suggests that the broken, water-
unsatisﬁed contacts may form large, extended networks in the
transition states for protein folding/unfolding. In fact, the slopes
of the plots of DASAN/TS and ASA* versus DASAN/U of
Fig. 3 B indicate that, for the protein set studied, ;30% of the
total unfolding ASA change is already exposed to the solvent
in the transition state and ;50% of that total ASA change is
still buried but involved in broken internal contacts.
The analyses reported here focus on the energetic
(enthalpic) consequences of solvation/desolvation barriers.
Certainly, enthalpy is only half of the story, since the free
energy associated to these barriers will have enthalpic as well
as entropic components (4,13). Nevertheless, the analysis of
activation enthalpies according to known structure-energet-
ics relationships reveals the different energetic balance of the
native and folding transition states and provides a clear qual-
itative picture of the structural consequences of solvation/
desolvation for the transition states.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
An online supplement to this article can be found by visiting
BJ Online at http://www.biophysj.org.
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FIGURE 3 Energetic (panel A) and structural (panel B) conse-
quences of the solvation barrier for the unfolding transition state
for the following proteins: hen egg white lysozyme, chymotryp-
sin inhibitor 2, apocytochrome B5, cold shock protein B (from
Bacillus subtilis), coiled-coil peptide GCN4-p1, and IgG binding
domain of protein L.
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